
Fan Tan: A Comprehensive Guide for
Beginners
to Fan Tan

Fan Tan, an ancient Chinese game of chance, has captivated players
worldwide for centuries. Its allure lies in its simple rules, fast-paced
gameplay, and potential for significant winnings. This comprehensive guide
will provide beginners with everything they need to know to enjoy and excel
at Fan Tan.

Objective of Fan Tan

The objective of Fan Tan is to predict the number on which a small object,
typically a bead or coin, will land after being dropped into a bowl of identical
objects. The goal is to correctly guess the "fan," which refers to the last
remaining number after the beads have been counted in groups of four.

Equipment and Setup

Fan Tan is played using a square board divided into numbered squares,
representing the possible outcomes (1 to 4). Additionally, a small bowl is
used to hold the beads or coins.
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To set up the game, the dealer places a handful of beads or coins into the
bowl and covers it.

Gameplay

1. Place Bets: Players place their bets on the square corresponding to
the number they predict will be the "fan."

2. Counting the Beads: The dealer begins by uncovering the bowl and
counting the beads in groups of four. Each group of four is removed
from the bowl until only one bead or coin remains.

3. Determining the Fan: The remaining bead or coin represents the
"fan" or the winning number.

Betting Options

There are various betting options available in Fan Tan, including:

Center Bets: Betting on a specific number from 1 to 4.

Outside Bets: Betting on a range of numbers (e.g., 1-2 or 3-4).

Group Bets: Betting on whether the "fan" will land on an odd or even
number.

Payouts
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The payouts for winning bets vary depending on the betting option
selected. Typically, center bets offer the highest payouts, while outside bets
have lower payouts but a higher probability of winning.

Strategies for Fan Tan

While Fan Tan is ultimately a game of chance, certain strategies can
enhance your chances of winning:

Manage Your Bankroll: Prudently allocate your funds to avoid
significant losses.

Understand the Odds: Familiarize yourself with the probability of
each betting option to make informed decisions.

Watch the Rhythm: Pay attention to the dealer's counting rhythm to
anticipate the "fan" number.

Variations of Fan Tan

Over time, several variations of Fan Tan have emerged, including:

Keno Fan Tan: A combination of Fan Tan and keno, where players
choose numbers from a larger pool.

Joker Fan Tan: Introduces a joker bead that can represent any
number.

Progressive Fan Tan: Features a progressive jackpot that grows with
each losing bet.

Fan Tan is an engaging game of chance that offers a unique blend of
simplicity, excitement, and the potential for substantial winnings. By



understanding the rules, gameplay, betting options, and strategies outlined
in this guide, beginners can enjoy and excel at this time-honored game.
Whether you're a seasoned gambler or seeking a new pastime, Fan Tan is
sure to captivate you with its captivating gameplay and endless
entertainment.
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Banging My Billionaire Boss: A Love Story for
the Ages (or at Least the Next Few Hours)
Chapter 1: The Interview I was nervous. Really nervous. I mean, I was
about to interview for my dream job, the one that I had been working
towards for years. I had...
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